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CODE YELLOW

Complete Problems #1-3

Use a deductive reasoning law to draw a conclusion.

1) If I complete my homework, then I can play video games.

I finished my homework during class.

2) If an angle is acute, then it measures less than 90 degrees.

Angle ABC measures 105 degrees.

3) If a student is in high school, then they take math.

If a student takes math, then they must take Geometry.

CODE RED – DO NOW

I can play video games.

Angle ABC is not acute.

If a student is in high school, then they must take Geometry.

VENN DIAGRAMS
SOL G.1c

Learning Target: By the end of class today, I will be able to 
construct, interpret, and use Venn Diagrams to represent 
set relationships given a collaborative activity with 80% (4 

out of 5) accuracy as measured by a class exit ticket.
Essential Question: How do I use Venn Diagrams to 

represent set relationships?

Today’s Agenda

�DO NOW

� Intro to Venn Diagrams

�Conditionals � Venn Diagrams

� Interpreting Venn Diagrams

�Exit Ticket

CODE YELLOW

Vocabulary

A Venn Diagram is a picture representation that shows information 

about different sets.

Conditional statements can be shown using a Venn Diagram:

CODE YELLOW CODE YELLOW

Types of Venn Diagrams:
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_________ Students take art

_________ Band members are students

_________ Dance students take band

_________ Students take band and art 

CODE YELLOW

ALL, SOME, NONE

CODE YELLOW
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Complete Problems #1-3

Use a deductive reasoning law to draw a conclusion.

1) If you do test corrections, then you will improve your grade.

Yoemi stayed after school to do test corrections.

2) If a shape is a rhombus, then it has four sides.

Figure ABC has three sides.

3) If two angles are vertical, then they are congruent.

If two angles are congruent, then they have the same measure.

CODE RED – DO NOW

Therefore, Yoemi improved his grade.

Therefore, Figure ABC is not a rhombus.

If two angles are vertical, then they have the same measure.

CODE YELLOWCODE GREEN CODE YELLOWCODE GREEN
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CODE YELLOW

Use the picture to solve problems #1-5

CODE RED – EXIT TICKET

1) How many students are taking 

Spanish? _________

2) How many students are taking French 

or German? _________

3) How many students are taking 

German but not Spanish? ________

4) How many students are taking 

Spanish and French only? ________

5) How many students are taking all 

three languages? ________


